
 

 

September 2021 Thunder events  

 

Overview: 

The incidence of thunder in September was patchy and confined to relatively few days, but 

overall quite close to average for the month. There was an apparent thunder-free spell of 

more than a week in mid month; this period included a significant rainfall event over parts of 

East Anglia on the 14
th

 when the absence of thunder was slightly surprising. Parts of the 

English Midlands had none, as did large areas of inland mainland Scotland. However, two 

days of thunder were registered quite widely over southeast England, East Anglia and 

northeast England, and more locally over Somerset and parts of Wales. 

 

8
th

: Pressure was now low over Biscay and northwest France while a declining ridge of high 

pressure extended over the North Sea from central Europe. A hot southeasterly airstream 

covered the UK and Ireland with peak temperatures of 30°C around London and up to 29°C 

in southern Scotland. Meanwhile, a pronounced upper trough extended from just west of 

Ireland southeastwards and across Biscay.  

 

Quite a large area of active thunderstorms affected the Channel Islands and south Devon 

during the morning. In Jersey, a house in St Brelades was struck and its chimney exploded, 

damaging the roof and loft. Elsewhere on the island, a petrol garage in St Brelade caught fire 

after being struck, while lightning hit a house in St Ouen causing major internal damage. 

Plymouth and neighbouring areas of southwest Devon also experienced a lengthy and intense 

thunderstorm event lasting over 1½ hours. At least two significant lightning incidents 

occurred in Plymouth. Lightning struck the side of a school building and tripped the alarm. 

The school had to be evacuated and telephone and internet communications were affected. 

Another lightning bolt struck the chimney of a house in the Peverell area, with sparks 

shooting down the roof and burning through a curtain. The lightning knocked out numerous 

electrical items at several other properties in the road. Dramatic, if relatively brief flash 

flooding engulfed town centres in Kingsbridge and Salcombe, while some roads in Plymouth 

were also temporarily impassable. 

 

Thundery activity continued, but became increasingly patchy, as this area of showery rain 

weakened as it continued NNW across Dartmoor, mid and northwest Devon and east 

Cornwall. The same line of convective activity brought some thunder to southeast Ireland 

around Wexford, while further storms affected western Ireland towards midday. 

 

As the low pressure and occluding fronts drifted further northwards, more pulses of showery 

rain affected southeast and central southern England during the evening. There was sporadic 

thunder which largely petered out as the rain areas moved further north. However, there was 

a further outbreak of thunder in northwest Wales. 

 

9
th

: The shallow area of low pressure over Biscay continued northwards overnight and was 

centred across Ireland and Wales by midday. Patchy thunder over north Wales spread into 

parts of northwest England in the early hours, broadly associated with the low’s occlusion. 

The far north of Scotland and (later) parts of the Western Isles also experienced some 

morning thunder, close to an old trailing front. Elsewhere there was isolated early thunder 

around The Wash and The Humber. Later, as temperatures rose widely to 23-26°C within the 

slack low pressure area, heavy showers developed (away from the far southeast) and thunder 



was quite widespread across northeast Wales, the north Midlands (including north 

Lincolnshire), Lancashire and Yorkshire during the afternoon and early evening (with a 

general ENE progression of activity). There were smaller clusters of activity over mid Wales 

and the northern Pennines, and isolated thunder over the Irish Midlands. A tornado damaged 

roofs and cut power to homes in the village of Nercwys, near Mold, Flintshire. 

 

10
th

: Low pressure was now situated over northern Scotland, with light  westerly winds 

covering most of the UK. It was a showery day, especially in the north and east, and there 

was a fair amount of thunder over easternmost counties of England (some observers noting 

multiple events), with a brief but quite active storm over eastern Scotland just north of 

Dundee. 

 

19
th

: An Atlantic front, together with quite a sharp upper trough, pushed a previous (trailing) 

front slowly across England on the 19
th

. Temperatures reached over 22C just ahead of the 

fronts over East Anglia and slow moving showers and thunderstorms broke out with some 

torrential rain and local flooding. The first thunderstorm was reported over north Lincolnshire 

around noon; subsequently a relatively narrow band of storms occurred from north Norfolk 

down to the Thames estuary and north Kent, with thundery activity tending to ripple 

southwards as the afternoon progressed. There were reports of at least 60-70mm of rain in 

northwest Norfolk and near the Essex/Suffolk border. 

 

26
th

: A shallow depression over northern France brought thundery outbreaks to the Channel 

Islands early on the 26
th 

when lightning set fire to a block of flats at St Brelades, Jersey. Later 

in the day, as an Atlantic front moved slowly into the warm airstream over eastern England, 

showers and a brief thunderstorm occurred ahead over Suffolk/north Essex. 

 

27
th

: A very active cold front crossed the whole UK overnight 26
th

-27
th

 as low pressure 

deepened to the north of Scotland. In the unstable returning maritime polar airstream which 

followed, showers were accompanied by thunder in places, chiefly in the west and especially 

around the Irish Sea and in the Bristol Channel area. 

 

28
th

: A further active series of fronts moved eastwards ahead of a major (and increasingly 

sharp) upper trough which had it’s axis over Wales and western England by midnight. 

Outbreaks of heavy rain spread eastwards with thunder breaking out quite widely along a 

band from Portsmouth to London (and in a few other places in the southeast of England) 

during the evening. Lightning struck a house at Stedham near Chichester, starting a fire.  

 

Behind the fronts, during the late afternoon and evening, some thunder accompanied clusters 

of heavy showers in western areas, including southeast Ireland, the Ayrshire coast, Anglesey 

and north Somerset (where activity continue for a while after midnight)   

 

29
th

: A ridge of high pressure crossed Ireland, then the UK on the 29
th

 although a pronounced 

upper trough still covered the North Sea and adjacent parts of eastern England at midday. 

Isolated thunder accompanied showers in the far southeast of England. 

 
These reports are based on observations and sferics with  

supportive evidence from radar. Sincere thanks are due to  

observations recorded by COL members (further details can  

be found in the Daily station notes section of the September bulletin).  

Acknowledgement is also due to the TORRO members  



forum and the Netweather and Blitzortung web sites. 
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